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Boundedly completed and quasi-distinguished spaces and subspaces were in
troduced in [9] and [10]. In this article we investigate the conditions for a 
subspace of a locally convex space E to be boundedly completed or quasi-
distinguished in E and study the topological properties of E connected with the 
above concepts. We obtain: 

1. In an ultrabornologicaî space E every dense countable-codimensional sub-
space is boundedly completed in E. In a locally complete bornological space E 
every dense countable-codimensional subspace is quasi-distinguished in E, (follows-
fiom Corollaries 6 and 7). 

2. If G is boundedly completed in E, then the associated with (E ' , ju (E", G)) 
barrelled (ultrabornologicaî) topology is equal to the associated with (E ' , fx (E ' , E) ) 
barrelled (ultrabornologicaî) topology. Hence if any dense subspace is boundedly 
completed in E, the associated "with (E ' , ju (E' , E)) barrelled and ultrabornologicaî 
topologies are minimal on E ' , (Theorem 1). 

3. Let G be a dense subspace in E. If G is boundedly completed, then G 
satisfies the following hereditary properties: 

a) if E is a-u-quasi-barrelled, G is a-u-quasi-barrelled, (Proposition 8). 
b) if E is semi-dualmetric, resp. dualmetric, resp. a (DF)-space, then G is-

semi-dualmetric, resp. dualmetric, resp. a (DF)-space, (Theorem 9). 
Finally, using the concept of a quasi-distinguished space, we slightly extend 

some results of [7] and [8]. 

Los conceptos de subespacios acotadamente completos y casi-distinguidos Io& 
hemos introducido en [10]. En este artículo investigamos las propiedades topo-
lógicas de espacios localmente convexos, ligados con los conceptos citados. En 
particular, obtenemos que si un espacio E es a-u-casi-tonelado [resp. semi-dual-
métrico, dualmétrico, (DF)-espacio], y el subespacio G es acotadamente comple
to, entonces G es a-u~casi-tonelado [resp. semi-dualmétrico, dualmétrico, (DF)-
espacio]. 
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Let G be a subspace of a locally convex space E. We say that 
"Q is quasi-distinguished (boundedly completed) in E, if every 
it)ounded set (element) of E is contained in the closure of a bounded 
:set of G. We say that E is quasi-distinguished (boundedly com
pleted), if E is quasi-distinguished (boundedly completed) in its 
•completion. In [10] we studied the conditions for a locally convex 
space to be boundedly completed. In this article we obtain the con
ditions for a subspace of E to be boundedly completed in E and 
investigate the topological properties of boundedly completed sub-
spaces. 

Given a vector space E over the field K of the real or complex 
numbers, we write (E, t) when E is equipped with the topology t. 
All topologies on E will be locally convex and separated. We denote 
hy E' and E^ the topological and algebraic duals of (E, ¿), respec
tively. Let < E, F > be a dual pair. We denote by 6 (E, F), 
a (E, F) and c (E, F) the strong, Mackey and weak topologies on E, 
respectively. An absolutely convex set is called a disk. For a 
bounded disk A of a locally convex space E we denote by EA the 
linear hull of A equipped with the norm, associated with A. We 
say that A is a Banach disk, if EA is a Banach space. Given a set 
M in E, we denote by M its closure in E, and by M^ its closure in 
the weak bidual (E'^ <T ( E ' ' , E')) of E. 

By t ( E , F), [resp. u b (E, F) ] , we denote the associated with 
'(E, [X (E, F)) barrelled, [resp. ultrabornological], topology, it means, 
the weakest barrelled, [resp. ultrabornological], topology on E, finer 
•than ¡i (E, F), ( [ I ] , p. 35). 

THEOREM 1.—Let G be a subspace of a locally convex space E, 
If G is boundedly com^pleted in E, then t (£ ' , G) = t {E\ E) and 
i i b ( £ ' , G) = nh(E\ E). 

PROOF.—It is clear that t (E\ G) '< t (E\ E). On the other hand, 
-every barrel in (E', <r (E^ G)) is a barrel in (E', t (E\ G)), hence 
t (E', G) > p (E', G). Since G is boundedly completed in E, p (E', G) 
IS finer than <s (E% E). Hence t (E% G) is finer than ¡i (E\ E), 
therefore t (E^ G) = t (E\ E). 

Let B be a bounded Banach disk in (E', cr (E', G)). According 
to Banach-Mackey theorem, ([4], p. 252), B is bounded for p (E', G), 
lience for a (E', E), therefore (E^ id (E^ G)) and (E', (7 (E', E)) have 
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t h e same bounded Banach disks, thus u b (E', G) = u b (E', E), 
«q. e. d. 

A barrelled, resp. ultrabornological, topology on E is minimal, 
if there is no weaker separated locally convex barrelled, resp. ultra
bornological, topologies on E, [3]. 

COROLLARY 2.—Let E be a locally convex space. If every dense 
'subspace is boundedly completed in E, then t {E% E) is the minimal 
barrelled and u b (£ ' , E) is the minimal ultrabornological topologies 
^on R. 

Let Si he 3, family of disks in E. We say that 51 satisfies the 
ideal property, if for every A^, A^ in SÏ and X in K there exists Ag 
in SC such that X (A^ + A2) c: A3. 

For the next proposition we shall need the following result of 
"Valdivia : 

a) ([12], Lema 1) Let G be a one-codimensional subspace in a 
•locally convex space E and SZ a family of closed bounded disks in E, 
.satisfying the ideal property. Suppose for some BQ € 5Ï the set 
BQ {\ G is not closed. Then for any B '€ SL there exists A ^ SL such 

that B ^ An G. 
The next proposition slightly extends Proposition 1 of [9]. 

PROPOSITION 3. — Let E be a locally convex space. Then 
' (£', p (£' , E)) is complete if and only if every dense finite-codimen
sional subspace of E is quasi-distinguished in E. 

PROOF.—Let G be a dense subspace of finite codimension in E. 
Denote by Q the polar of G in E^. Take a basis / i , /g, ..., /n in Q 
and denote by 

k 

G* = (]/'-'i^O). 

'Since /i does not belong to E' and (E', sp (E', E)) is complete, we 
conclude, applying ([4], p. 270), that there exists a closed bounded 
disk A in E, such that A fl G^ is not closed. Hence by a), 

-f (E\ E) = p (E^ G,). 
Since /a Í E' and (E', p (E', Gj)) is complete, we use the same 

arguments and conclude that § (E', G J = p (E', Gg). Continuing, 
we obtain: 3 (E', E) = § (E', G^) = p (E', G). Hence G is quasi-
^distinguished in E. 
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Suppose (E^, p̂ (E\ E)) is not complete. Take an element / im 
its completion, such that / Í E', and denote by F = /"^ (0). By ([4]^ 
p. 270) F is not quasi-distinguished in E, q. e. d. 

COROLLARY 4.—Let E be a locally convex space with a complete-
strong dual. Suppose for any dense subspace G of E the strong 
dual (E\ p (£ ' , G)) is complete, (for example, E and each of its dense 
subspaces are bornólogical). Then any dense subspace of E ir 
boundedly completed in E. 

PROOF.—Let G be dense in E. Take 4; € E \ G and denote by K 
the linear hull of GU {x}. By Proposition 8, G is quasi-distin
guished in F . Hence G is boundedly completed in E, q. e. d. 

PROPOSITION 5.—Let E be a locally convex space and ¿Z a family 
of closed bounded Banach disks covering E and satisfying the ideal' 
property. Suppose E^ endowed with the topology of ¿^-convergence-
is complete. Then any dense subspace F, whose codimension in the-
linear hull of EVA is finite for every A € SÎ, is boundedly com
pleted in E. 

PROOF.—Denote by 

L = U ÎA nF: AC ^ | . 

We shall prove that L = E. Assume the opposite and let X be an^ 
algebraic complement to L in E. Take A € iSÎ. The codimension 
of the linear hull of A fi F in EA is finite, hence by [7] and by Ptak's^ 
open map theorem, EA is isomorphic to a locally convex direct sum 
of ETTTF and a finite-dimensional subspace. Therefore there exist B' 
in SI and a bounded disk K in X, such that the linear hull of K is 
finite-dimensional and A c: B fl F + K. But then A* <= ( B T T F ) ' * + 
+ K. Denote by t' the topology of Sî-convergence on E' and by E''^., 
the dual of (E', t'). Since covers E, X is still an algebraic com
plement to 

U !(A n F)*: A € ^ i 

in E''^. Hence denoting by I the topology on E' of uniform con
vergence on {A n F : A '€ SÏ}, we conclude that 

/' = sup(^,o(E',Eo")). 
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Therefore by Corollary 1 of [9,], (E', f) cannot be complete, thus a 
contradiction. Hence L •= E, therefore F is boundedly completed 
in E, q. e. d. 

COROLLARY 6.—Let E be a locally convex space such that 
^{E% (Jt (E% E)) is complete, (for example, let E be ultrabornólogicalJ. 
Then every dense countable-codmiensional subspace is boundedly 

.completed in E, 

PROOF.—^Take the family 5 Î of all weakly compact disks in E. 
If F is countable-codimensional, then by [13] the codimension of 
.A n F in EA is finite for every A '€ 5 Î . Hence the corollary, q. e. d. 

We say that E is locally com^plete, if every closed bounded disk 
of E is Banach. 

COROLLARY 7.—Let E be a locally complete space with a complete 
.strong dual. Then every dense countable-codimensional subspace is 
•quasi-distinguished in E. 

PROOF.—Let F be a dense subspace of countable codimension 
in E. Take a closed bounded disk A in E. By [12], EA is isomor
phic to the locally convex direct sum of ETTTF" and a finite-dimen-
:sional normed space Y. Let K be the unit ball of Y. By Propo
sition 5, F is boundedly completed in E, hence there exists a bounded 
'disk B in E such that K cr B fl F . But then A is contained in the 
^closure of r (A fl F + B fl F) for some r > 0. Hence F is quasi-
distinguished in E, q. e. d. 

Let E be a locally convex space. Given an infinite cardinal num
ber a and a topology u on E compatible with the duality < E, E' > , 
we say that E is ^cL-u-barrelled, [resp. a-u-quasi-barrelled] if every 
<y (E', E)-bounded, [resp. § (E', E)-bounded] set, which is a union of 
at most a u-equicontinuous sets, is equicontinuous with respect to 
the initial topology of E. The next proposition provides a hereditary 
property of an a-u-quasi-barrelled space E. 

PROPOSITION 8.—A dense subspace G of a locally convex space E 
:îs <I-VL-quasi-barrelled, if one of the following holds : 

1) JB is ^^-n-quasi-barrelled and G is quasi-distinguished in E ; 
2) E is cL-u-barretted and G is boundedly completed in E ; 
3) E is oL-n-quasi-barrelled and G is boundedly completed. 
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PROOF.—We shall identify the dual of G with E'. Let U be aĵ  
8 (E', G)-bounded union of not more than a u-equicontinuous sets. 

1) If G is quasi-distinguished in E, p (E', G) = § (E% E). Since 
E is a-u-quasi-barrelled, U is equicontinuous. Hence G is a-u-quasi-
barrelled. 

2) If G is boundedly completed in E, p (E', G) is finer than? 
a (F/, E). Since E is a-u-barrelled, U is equicontinuous. Hence G 
is a-u-quasi-barrelled. 

3) Denote by E the completion of E. Then E is a-u-barrelled' 
and G is boundedly completed in Ê. Hence by part 2, G is a-u-quasi-
barrelled, q. e. d. 

A locally convex space is sequentially quasi-barrelled, if every 
sequence, which converges to zero in (E', p (E', E)), is equicon
tinuous, [14]. The next definition generalizes the concepts of a 
fDF)-space, [2], and a dualmetric space, [5]. A sequentially quasi-
barrelled space with a fundamental sequence of bounded sets is called 
semi-dualmetric. Spaces of this type were studied by W. Ruess, [6] . 
The next theorem provides a hereditary result for these spaces antf 
slightly extends Corollary 2.4 of [6]. 

THEOREM 9.—A dense subspace G of a semi-dualmetric, {resp. du
almetric, (DF)-], space E is semi-dualmetric, ['f'esp. dualmetric,. 
(DFyspacel, if and only if G is boundedly completed. 

PROOF.—If G is semi-dualmetric, then G is quasi-distinguished by 
Proposition 10 and Corollary 2 of [10]. Hence G is boundedly 
completed. 

Now suppose G is boundedly completed. Denote by E the com
pletion of E. # 

1) Let E be semi-dualmetric. Then p (E', E) = p (E', E) and 
(E', p (E', Ê)) is Frechet. Since G is boundedly completed, p (E', G) 
is finer than c(E' , E). Hence any p (E', G)-bounded set is «(7(E', E)-
bounded. But according to Banach-Mackey theorem, every barrel 
in E is bornivorous. Hence any p (E', G)-bounded set is p (E', E)-
bounded. But (E', p (E', G)) is metrizable, hence bornological, thus 
we conclude that p (E', G) = § (E', E). Hence every sequence, 
convergent to zero in (E', p (E', G)), is equicontinuous, therefore G 
is semi-dualmetric. 

2) Let E be dualmetric. Then E is y-^-G (E, E')-quasi-barrelled. 
By proposition 8, G is also XQ-ÍT ( E , E')-quasi-barrelled. Since G haff 
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a fundamental sequence of bounded sets, we conclude that G is-
dualmetric. 

3) Let E be a (DF)-space. Denote by t the initial topology of 
E. Then E is Xo-i-quasi-barrelled, hence by Proposition 8, G is-
x<j-i-quasi-barrelled, therefore G is a (DF)-space, q. e. d. 

It is known, that the topology of a barrelled countable-dimensional, 
space E is the finest locally convex topology of E, [7]. This result-
can be extended, using the concept of a quasi-distinguished space. 

PROPOSITION 10.—Let E be a countable-dimensional locally convex-
space. Then § (£ , £ ' ) is equal to the finest locally convex topology 
of E. 

PROOF.—The space (E', d (E', E)) is separable and metrizable,.. 
hence quasi-distinguished, ([2], p. 62), therefore p (E, E') = § (E, E^),.. 
q. e. d. 

In [8] S. A. Saxon and A. Wilansky proved that given a HameB 
basis in a metrizable barrelled space, all but a finite number of the-
coefficient functionals are discontinuous. The same result follows 
from our next proposition. 

PROPOSITION 11.—Let E be a locally convex space and H a HameT 
basis in E such that the set {fj: i € /} of continuous coefficient func
tionals on E IS not empty. Then there exists a subspace in E^ 
whose dimension is equal to Card I and on which the induced by" 
p (£, £ ') topology equals to the finest locally convex topology. 

PROOF.—Let {Xt : ¿ € 1} be the set of corresponding to {ft : i € 1} 

elements of H. Denote by X and F the linear hulls of {xi: i € 1} 
and {fi : i€ I}, respectively. Since the polar of F in E equals to the 
linear hull of H \ {xt : ¿'€ I} , the topology d (E', E) coincides on F" 
with G (F, X). Identifying X^ with the topological product K^ we 
observe, that all elements of X^ with at most finitely many non-zero^ 
components are contained in F . Hence (F, KI ( F , X)) is quasi-distin
guished, therefore ip (X, F) equals to the finest locally convex topolo
gy of X. But the induced by p (E, E') topology on X must be finer 
than p (X, F). Hence the conclusion, q. e. d. 

In [8] S. A. Saxon and A. Wilansky proved that every Banacb 
space has a larger non-barrelled norm. Using their method, we 
sharpen their result in the next proposition. 
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PROPOSITION 12.—Let E be a vector space. There exists a normed 
.topology q on E, satisfying the following: being E' the dual of (E, q), 
the strong topology p (£ , £ ' ) equals to the finest locally convex 
topology of E. If another norm, p is given on E, we can chose q 
finer than p. 

PROOF.—Take a Hamel basis H in E. Denote by U the absolutely 
convex hull of H and by q the gauge of U. Clearly (E, q) is normed. 
Identifying E^ with the topological product K^, we conclude that E ' 

contains all elements of E* with at most finitely many non-zero 
elements. Hence (E', -d (E', E)) is quasi-distinguished, therefore 
§ (E, E^) = p (E, E^). If another norm, p, is given on E, then we 
take H in the unit ball of (E, p), q. e. d. 
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